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ment of knowledge, and success in examinations should be
but hall-marks of a student's career there. Now schools
too should surely be places where children find people far
more learned than themselves who are able and eager to
help them to gain such knowledge and experience as they
are seeking.
The first question should not be ' What do you know ? '
but' What do you want to know ?'; the first discipline not
' You must learn this ' but' If you want to learn that, you
must follow a certain course'. The first training for a
teacher should not be how to give a class lesson, though
that is, in all seriousness, an important technique to acquire,
but how to recognize the sort of help a child must be given
to further his search for knowledge.
Hence the importance of the organization of a school in
such a way that the children can find, at given hours in
given rooms, specialists eager to help them and that they
can study the possible courses of work from fairly full
syllabuses. Then children needing help will attend suitable
lessons as a matter of course, just as university students
would. Children who think they do not need the help,
either because they do not intend to work at that subject
or because they can teach themselves, should be left to
work alone. The monthly or termly test will show if they
are mistaken. In many other ways the analogy with
university life is illuminating. The form master should
be the supervisor of studies for the children in his form and
he should indicate certain broad lines which a child must
follow in his selection of subjects.
Sooner or later if the boy is to leave school a reasonably
well-educated fellow he must know something of biology
and of the exact sciences, have made some approach to
historical and geographical learning, at least as far as to
appreciate how far back into the past go causes and how
intimately connected are the peoples of the present day;
he should have enough mathematics for his needs or for

